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CAVES AND SHEPHERDING 
18th-20th century data from the Carpathian Basin

Jozscf Hala

In the limestone mountains of the Carpathian Basin 
several thousand caves arc situated, some of which 
were used in rather special ways by people living here: 
shepherds kept their animals temporarily or perma
nently in them, and they themselves used these caves 
as a resting or sleeping place.

For the first time L. FOLDES wrote about the 
question of keeping animals in caves in the Hungarian 
ethnographical literature when reviewing a book about 
the Sarakatsans (nomad people of Greek language 
living on the Balkan). In his review - as valuable as 
a detailed monograph of a certain subject -  he put up 
the question, that one of the most characteristic 
expressions of the Vlach shepherding, the strunga. 
meaning 'milking fold* (the equivalents of wich can 
be found in Rumanian. Bulgarian, Serbian, Ukrainen, 
Slovakian. Polish and Hungarian) could be originated 
from a Middle-Greek work meaning ‘cave*. After 
referring to examples of antiquity he gave data about 
the historical cave shepherding in the Carpathian 
Basin <Biikk Mountains. Low Tatra) (FOLDES I960). 
GUNDA (1962) on the basis of data from the literature 
(CSARI.O VIC'S 1821. ORBAN 1871, 1889, NYARADY 
1937) and on the basis material gathered by himself 
(during a work carried out in the second half of the 
1940-es) he enlisted several examples of cave shep
herding from the Carpathian Basin (Demenfalva, 
Torda Gorge, Erdelyi-erchegyseg, Szekclyfold. Bihar 
Mountains) and supported by rich source material he 
also wrote about various territories of the world. 
Among others he slated in his study, that “It is evident 
trom the published data, that cave-shepherding (sheep 
shepherding) in the Carpathians and on the territory 
of the Balkan Peninsula, on the Mediterranean was 
well developed**. PALADl-KOVACS (1965) also on 
the basis of the data offered by the scientific literature 
(FENYES 1851, PESTY 1864) and using his own 
collected material adds to the above ones examples

from North Hungary' (Biikk Mountains, Upponyi 
Mountain. Ozd-Petervasar Hills).

Hie present study using the works of the above 
mentioned researchers and other sources publishes 
data on cave shepherding in the Carpathian Basin in 
the 18th—20th century.

Caves suitable and unsuitable for cave shepherding

Not all the caves were suitable for cave-shepherd
ing. only the ones that were easily accessible and had 
a large entrance and a huge entrance hall. Sometimes 
fear of fantastic supernatural beings (dragons, devils, 
etc.) frightened shepherds away from caves; we have 
data concerning these superstitions from the territory 
of the Erdelyi-erchegyseg (Transylvanian Erz
gebirge): Bedello. Ormingya, Pe$tera Zmeului (Sar- 
kany-barlang). Csigmo. Bisericu(a (Templomocska), 
Balsa. Pc§tera (Barlang) -  published by TEGLAS 
(1884b, 1890). It also happened that shepherds had 
different imaginations of caves situated quite near to 
each other -  as shown by the following example.

Dealu* Pe§terii (Barlangok hegye) is situated in the 
neighbourhood of the village Nandor (South of Deva, 
Polyana -  Ruszka-havas) containing several caves. 
Some of them were used by shepherds, while others 
were avoided far because of superstitious fear. 'Hie 
temperature in one of the caves is permanently 8-9 
*C both in winter and summer, “shepherds and goats 
of the village made use of this circumstance and in 
summer they found shelter here of hot weather, while 
in winter they escaped here from the anger of wild 
winds’* (TEGLAS 1880). The Rumanian population of 
the village “believes that ‘dracu’ (devil) lives in the 
latter cave, and in their opinion it is the devil spirit 
that directs danger on the heads of all those approach
ing the cave... people is so much afraid of those caves 
even today, that shepherd boys would not look for
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shelter in them from rain or great thunder-storms, so 
there is no sign of shepherds’ fire on the land of the 
caves". (TORMA 1880).

Data concerning cave shepherding

Trunsyh an iu n Mo un (a ins

TEG LAS (1884b) wrote about the cave situaled in 
the boundary of Stajerlakanina (Krassoi-hegyseg): 
“fire-remains and kitchen midden of shepherds taking 
shelter here can be found here. Just because of the 
shepherd fires bats do not live here.”

We owe most of the data from the territory of the 
Erdelyi-erchegyseg (populated mostly by Rumanians) 
to G. TEG LAS, the outstanding Hungarian speleolo
gist: “Its base is formed by the remains of fire-places 
of the shepherds visiting the place and by the thick 
humus” (one of the caves in the Godinesdi Valley): 
“Beyond present-day fire-place and kitchen midden I 
did not find anything in the ground mixed up with 
rich humus” “The bats’ guano together with the dung 
of the cattle visiting the place forms a thick humus: 
excavation in it and in the cave-clay resulted only 
bones of recent animals and kitchen midden of the 
shepherd boys”. (Kamarzinesd, Pe§tera Zmeului -  
Sarkany-barlang); “Its base goes a little upwards and 
consists of fallen masonry, crushing, fire-place re
mains of shepherds visiting the place, humus layer 
left by goats..." (Krecsunesd, Zidu’ cel din sus -  Felso 
elfalazott barlang); “Its folk-name ‘Gaunosa’ 
(‘Dungy’) refers to cattle visiting the entrance hall”. 
(Ormingya): “Here is a dungheap of the cattle that, 
when getting drenched it makes the walking here 
terribly unpleasant”. (A cave in the boundary’ of 
Kisrapolt); “There are small caves, earlier used for 
shepherds’ shelter, in the rock-row called Koalja". 
(Algyogy): One of the caves of the Glodi gorge “is a 
permanent shepherds’ shelter as shown by the straw- 
bed and fire-wood prepared there, when I visited the 
place”. 'Hie researcher found the fire-place remains 
and broken pots of the shepherds in the cave Pe^tera 
cu Zid not far from the previous place; “Entering the 
vaulted mouth we saw blocks of rock in the cavity 
that seemed to be a sheep and goat-shelter”; “the 20 
m deep cavity was used as a shelter from storms by 
the shepherd-boys”. (Krecsunesd, Groapa Lupului -  
Earkas-vcrem) (TEGLAS 1886, 1890, 1902). The Ba- 
logu Cave of Krecsunesd was a resting place of 
shepherds (Fig. 1.) (TEGLAS 1890).

The following data refer to cave-shepherding in the 
Erdelyi-erchegyseg (Transylvanian Erzgebirge): “...it 
is a shelter of cattle and sheep in bad weather" 
(Intregald, Gaura Vintului -  Szcl-lyuka) (CASPAR 
1896); “It is a cave used by shepherds during 
storms..." (Ompolygyepu. §ur de Piatra -  Ko-csur) 
(FERENCZ11921); “Shepherds keep sheep in its huge 
entrance-hall..." (Remete, Csato-barlang) (SZILADY 
1933); “This cave is used by shepherds with their

Fig. 1. Rumanian shepherds resting in the Balogu 
Cave o f Krecsunesd (TEGLAS 1890)

cattle for a night shelter or for a cover from storm...” 
(Nyirmezo, Malomko-lyuka) (ORBAN 1871); “...ear
lier people took cover here, now shepherds sleep in 
it" (Torocko, Ko-lyuk) (JANKO 1893).

Several caves of the Torda Canyon were regular 
places for animal keeping. A document of inspection 
of landmarks speaks about the Por-lik used for such 
purpose as early as 1795: “People of Meszko graze 
their goat-herd there, and even pul them sleep in the 
cave”, and it was used for the same purpose in the 
19th century, as well: “The cave is inhabited by sand 
martins and pigeons, however shepherds also would 
drive their goats here for night as shown by the five 
fathoms* thick goat-guano layer that covers the land’* 
(ORBAN 1889). Sheep and goats were kept in the Por- 
lik in the 1930-es. that is why it was called Goat Cave 
(Kecskes-barlang) (NYARADY 1937) and even in the 
1940-es it was a night shelter for sheep and goats of 
the millers and peasants of Meszko (GUNDA 1962).

B. ORBAN (1889) wrote that in the Tur Canyon, 
not far from the Torda Canyon, the Malom Cave “ ...is 
used as a free shed. Ruminating sheep are starring 
there in the cool shadow as if they also could enjoy 
the splendor of the environment..." In the 1940es B. 
GUNDA visited the Malom Cave several times and 
he always found sheep in it: sheep of the owner of 
the near-by mill stayed there all the year round. The 
opening of the cave was closed by a movable fence 
and the animals were milked at the entrance. In old 
times the cave was encircled by a high fence in order 
to protect the animals from wolves (GUNDA 1962). 
There is another cave in the Tur Canyon (Pogere Cave) 
“... where sheep herds find shelter from storms and 
hot weather" (ORBAN 1889).

It is well known, that animals were kept in several 
caves of the Bihar Mountains. Shepherds drove the 
animals into the entrance hall of the Pc§tera Bulzului 
of Fonaca to defend them from storms and hot weather. 
The inner part of the entrance hall was fenced by 
stones and branches to prevent sheep and goats from 
going deeper into the cave (SCUMIDL 1863, NAGY 
1884, HEGYES1 1889). In bad weather animals were
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driven into the Meziad Cave, loo; shepherds separated 
Uie entrance hall from the inner parts of the cave by

sl0ne barrier; it proves the permanent use of the 
cave (SCHMIDL 1863. HUNFALVY 186*1). The cave 
was used for this purpose even in the 1930-es (BA- 
l OOH 1932). Most probably animals were kept in the 
Cunipancasca Cave near Vaskoh (SCHMIDL 1863) 
(Fig. 2.1

North western Car path ians

S. ROTH (1881) wrote about the cave in the vicinity 
of Javorina (High Tatra) “Getting to the cave we saw 
that it was used to serve for a resting place of sheep. 
Our workers related that shepherds together with their 
herds hide here in rainy and frosty weather.

Near the famous Dcmenfalva Cave (Low Tatra) 
there are several small caves, where, according to 
reports written in the first decades of the 19th century, 
sheep spent nights in autumn (CSAPLOV/CS 1821, 
REG FLO 1836). Even in t̂he 1920-es in the autumn 
and in the beginning of winter sheep were regularly 
kept at night in one of these caves. They were fed by 
hey gathered on the near-by grass-lands (FOLDES 
19611).

In the 18th century the Csertova Cave of Postyen 
(Inovec Mountains) was described by M. BEL as being 
so big that it could house 400 sheep (KUBACSKA 
1929).

Hungarian Northern Middle Mountains

E. FEN YES (1851) wrote about the caves in the 
vicinity of Szilvasvarad (Biikk Mountains): “On the 
Tarkany side in the Pesko there is a huge cave and 
two other ones near-by; one of them is the ‘istallos 
kobarlang’ (Stall Stone-cave) and the other the Koros- 
lyuk (Koros hole) -  the previous one could easily 
house thousand, while the later one three-hundred 
pigs’*. The topographical index edited by F. PESTY 
says that “the Istallosko Cave could stall 200 oxen 
without being overcrowded**. The same collec
tion speaks about the Pesko. too: “...there is a cavity 
under it. so big. that there would be room for two- 
three sheep herds in them”. (PESTY 1864). Ethnogra
phers (FOLDES 1960. PALADI-KOVACS 1965) and 
linguists (KISS 1978) state unanimously that the name 
Istallosko (Stall-stone) refers to cave shepherding. A 
PALADI-KOVACS (1965) complemented the old data 
with ones collected by him: “In the second half of the 
19th century the Istallosko Cave served for night and 
winter abode for the sheep herd of the landowner. We 
mention here, that there is mountain called Istallos- 
ko on the Pelsoc Plateau (DENES 1970). E. FENYES 
(1851) mentions two other caves (Subalyuka. Targyur- 
ka) from the Biikk Mountains from the vicinity of the 
village Cserepfalu. that must have been also places

Fig. 2. Shepherd and a grazin goat at the cave 
Cunipdneasca near Vaskoh (SCHMIDL 1863)

for keeping animals: "... all of them arc in a rock and 
could house a sheep herd’*. According to PALADI- 
KOVACS (1965) some smaller caves of the Uppony 
Mountain were used for this purpose.

GY. DENES described some caves that are situated 
on the Pesko Mountain near Tarnalelesz (Ozd-Peter- 
vasar hills). The researcher accompanied by a local 
shepherd visited the caves. The shepherd related about 
the caves of the Farkaslyuk the followings: “If a storm 
breaks out the shepherd can find shelter here together 
with even 150 sheep”. There is a small levelled bench 
in front of the Kolyuk of Szarvasko, and to the west 
just next to the cave opening there are narrow rock- 
caves on the rock-wall. “If it is raining the shepherd 
can find shelter under them and about hundred sheep 
can have room in the Kolyuk” -  said Antal Balazs 
Gonder (DENES 1975).

The Transdanuhian Mountains

F. BRIEDL (1838) writes about the Odvas-ko situ
ated in the Bakony Mountains near Bakonybel: “ ... 
its inner side is only a hole, but so huge that it is 
fitting for a winter shed for both shepherds and pigs”.

In the 1930-es K. BERTALAN, an outstanding 
speleologist visited several times the caves of the Ko- 
hegy (Ko-Mount) near Dorgicse (Balaton Highlands). 
He named one of the nameless caves “Birka-akol” 
(Sheep-fold), as sheep were regularly kept in it. E.g.
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on the 20lh of July 1939 he made the following nole 
in his diary: we climbed lo the cave named ‘Birka-
akol* (Sheep-fold) by me. where there were several 
sheep by then, too”. (BERTALAN 1933-1939).

Danger and use of dolines

Animals should have been protected from deep 
dolines on the karst regions so as not to fall into them. 
Data on this subject are given by G. TEG LAS in his 
study on the caves of the Erdelyi-erchegyseg 
(Transylvanian Ore Mountain). People in Felsoboj 
threw thorny branches on the bushes around a doline 
“... because cattle has fallen in it several times. In 
addition they would till it with stones" (TEGLAS 
1886). On the same territory at a doline 40 m in 
diameter “people carefully protected the trees around, 
as several cattle has already fallen in the depth". In 
Krecsuncsd at the doline Zdrangania “blackthorn 
bushes are preserved... so as people and animals 
passing there-by would not fall in. Stones removed 
from plough-lands were also thrown here to hinder 
access to it." (TEGLAS 1890).

The doline Pe§tcra fara fund (Feneketlen-barlang) 
at Blu/.csd “was tilled up with stones transported here 
even by coaches, as about 40 years earlier several 
cattle were destroyed here” (TEGLAS 1892). At the 
same place the doline PirnT Pe§terii “... deepens in 
the vicinity of a summer shed and people to save their 
cattle tilled it nearly completely up" (TEGLAS 1892).

Shepherds tried to keep back animals from clefts 
and creeks in cliff, e.g. in the 1940-es in the Torda 
Canyon it happened as follows: “Sheep grazed around 
the Kemenysepro Cave without any supervision. Steep 
and dangerous rises, slopes, narrow ravines ... were 
closed by bundle-wood, so that sheep could not climb 
to dangerous places and should not stray (GUNDA 
1962).

On the one hand people and animals should have 
avoid steep walled dolines, on the other hand some 
of them could be utilized. E.g. people in Grohot 
(Erdelyi-erchegyseg). “because of sever lack of water 
gained it for their animals from the rivulet flowing 
among the dolines. Primitive water cisterns can be 
seen from place to place" (TEGLAS 1892). At the 
same place beyond stopping up the water-flows when 
it was raining, “they closed up the dolines too to save 
water for the animals." (TEGLAS1902). In the Bakony 
Mountains closed up dolines full of rain-water were 
called fortes' or kalista': even people drank the water 
gathered there (GERGELY 1938).

Dr. Jdxsef Hala 
Hungarian Geological Institute 
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